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Questions and Answer6 

Radia-tion Eweriments Review 

1. Did this study determine the number of experiments that DOD conducted 
without the individual’s knowledge or consent? If yes, how many were there? If 
no, when will you know? 

2. How many experiments did DOD conduct where people were harmed or 
wronged? What , when, and where did they occur? Can we conclude that the 
HREs shortened the Iifespan of any of the subjects who participated? 

3. Are any of the individuals who participated in the HREs going to be 
compensated for damages that occurred? How do they go about filing a claim? 
Who is going to pay for it? 

4. What is DOD going to  do differently in the future as a result of this study to 
insurc this doesn’t happen again? What kind of safeguards still need to be 
implemented? 

5. With the amount of money and staff  hours that was expended and documents 
examined---what does DOD feel it gained o r  achieved fkom this effort? 

6. What is going to happen t o  the RECC now that the study is complete? 

7 .  Who within DOD is going to make sure the recommendations in the report are 
followed up on? 

8. In your release, you state umost” of the DOD-sponsored experiments were related 
to medical treatment----what kind of testa and how many did not fit this category? 

9. W h y  did DOD participate in these experiments-what was the impetus and 
TeaBoris for being involved in these experiments---in the first place? 

10. If most of these experiments were harmless medical tests--why were 
document6 relating to  HREB classified in the first place? What kinds of things 
made them secret information? 

11. What ethics laws, regulations or procedures will change as a result of t h e  
study? 

12. How many surviving subjects are there? 

13. Were the experiments dealing with medical treatments designed t o  prevent the 
disease , find a cure--or tract the effect on a body already riddled with disease? 
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14.. How many experiment8 were conducted before 1974 and how many after? 

15. How are these experiments different from the atrocities performed by the 
Nazb or  Japanese on American POW8 during World War II? 

16. Is DOD or any other agency conducting radiation experiments now? 

17. What are current policies regarding the HREs and human subject research? 
Can we get copies? 

18. Are there any individuals going t o  be punished for carrying out the tests or for 
any wrong doing involving the tests? 


